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“Did you know this camera tracks your
mood?”: Understanding Privacy Expectations
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Abstract: Cameras are everywhere, and are increasingly
coupled with video analytics software that can identify
our face, track our mood, recognize what we are doing, and more. We present the results of a 10-day insitu study designed to understand how people feel about
these capabilities, looking both at the extent to which
they expect to encounter them as part of their everyday activities and at how comfortable they are with the
presence of such technologies across a range of realistic
scenarios. Results indicate that while some widespread
deployments are expected by many (e.g., surveillance in
public spaces), others are not, with some making people feel particularly uncomfortable. Our results further
show that individuals’ privacy preferences and expectations are complicated and vary with a number of factors
such as the purpose for which footage is captured and
analyzed, the particular venue where it is captured, and
whom it is shared with. Finally, we discuss the implications of people’s rich and diverse preferences on opt-in
or opt-out rights for the collection and use (including
sharing) of data associated with these video analytics
scenarios as mandated by regulations. Because of the
user burden associated with the large number of privacy decisions people could be faced with, we discuss
how new types of privacy assistants could possibly be
configured to help people manage these decisions.
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1 Introduction
In August of 2019, a high school in Sweden was fined for
unnecessarily relying on facial recognition to track students’ attendance, despite obtaining consent [3]. Over
the past few years, the growing deployment of video
analytics has prompted increased scrutiny from both
privacy advocates and regulators [25, 29]. Yet, little is
known about how people actually feel about the many
different contexts where this technology is being deployed. While video analytics technologies such as facial
recognition have become increasingly accurate thanks
to recent advances in deep learning and computer vision [39], some deployments have also been shown to
suffer from race and gender bias [40, 74]. The increasing ubiquity of video analytics is contributing to the
collection and inference of vast amounts of personal information, including people’s whereabouts, their activities, whom they are with, and information about their
mood, health, and behavior. As the accuracy of algorithms improves and as data continue to be collected
across an ever wider range of contexts, inferences can
be expected to reveal even more sensitive information
about individuals. Unfortunately, such data collection
and usage often take place without people’s awareness
or consent. While video analytics technologies arguably
have many potentially beneficial uses (e.g., law enforcement, authentication, mental health, advanced user interfaces), their broad deployment raises important privacy questions [90].
In the US, the GAO and NIST have recommended
more transparency when it comes to appropriate use of
facial recognition [4, 93]. New regulations such as the
European Union’s GDPR and the California Consumer
Privacy Act (CCPA) mandate specific disclosure and
choice requirements that apply to the deployment of
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video analytics technologies. While these regulations are
important steps towards providing data subjects with
more transparency and control over their data, they do
not specify how people should be notified about the
presence of video analytics, or how to effectively empower them to exercise their opt-in or opt-out rights.
This includes addressing questions such as when to notify users, what to notify them about, how often to notify them, how to effectively capture their choices, and
more. Our research aims to address these issues by developing a more comprehensive understanding of how
people feel about video analytics deployments in different contexts, looking both at the extent to which they
expect to encounter them at venues they visit as part
of their everyday activities and at how comfortable they
are with the presence of such technologies across a range
of realistic scenarios.
The main contributions of this work are as follows:
– We offer an in-depth analysis of the data collected
as part of 10-day in-situ study involving 123 participants who provided us with detailed insight into
their degree of awareness and comfort across a total
of 2,328 video analytics deployment scenarios.
– Our analysis reveals that many people have little
awareness of many of the contexts where video analytics can be deployed and also show diverse levels
of comfort with different types of deployment scenarios. Notification preferences are also shown to be
diverse and complex, and seem to evolve over time,
as people become more sophisticated in their expectations as well as in their realization of the number
of notifications they may receive if they are not selective in their notification preferences.
– Finally, we review the implications of people’s rich
and diverse privacy preferences when it comes to
notifying them about different video analytics scenarios and to supporting opt-in or opt-out choices
associated with the collection and use of their data
under these scenarios. We focus in particular on the
challenges resulting from the increasing deployment
of these technologies and the corresponding burden
on users. This includes a discussion of different possible configurations of privacy assistant functionality to selectively notify people about those scenarios
they care to be notified about and to support different levels of delegation in managing opt-in/opt-out
decisions.
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2 Related Work
2.1 Privacy Challenges of Video Analytics
Video analytics, often equipped with facial recognition,
is increasingly being integrated with the Internet of
Things (IoT) systems [46, 47, 62]. Data privacy has been
a central discussion in IoT [71] because IoT systems rely
on the collection and use of contextual information (e.g.,
people, time, location, activity) in environments that often contains identifiable personal data [18, 72, 73]. Researchers have explored technical solutions to safeguard
user data in IoT [30, 31, 83], including algorithms to
avoid being tracked by video analytics [86, 87, 99]. However, transparency around IoT data privacy remains an
unsolved issue [18, 78]. People often have no way to
know the existence of video analytics deployments in
their daily environments, what personal data is being
collected, what purpose the footage is used for, and
how long the footage will be retained. Moreover, video
analytics has unique data privacy challenges. First, it
can collect people’s biometric data (e.g., facial features,
body pose) [75], which is considered more sensitive than
digital identifiers like email addresses. Second, it can be
applied later to video footage already collected by existing cameras for a myriad of purposes (e.g., security,
operation optimization, targeted advertising).
These challenges indicate that the privacy implications of video analytics differ greatly in realworld scenarios, and should be evaluated case by case.
Nissenbaum’s privacy as contextual integrity framework [67] is a theory best suited to evaluate the appropriateness of data practices of new technologies by considering important contextual factors. Under the framework, data practices can be evaluated against certain
privacy norms in five information flow parameters — the
sender, the recipient, the attribute, the subject, and the
acceptable transmission principle. Changes to these parameters are likely to cause a privacy norm violation and
must be examined closely [68]. However, privacy norms
can vary across societies/cultures and may change over
time, so existing privacy norms may not be suitable for
new technologies like facial recognition in video analytics. Therefore, the first step to address data privacy
challenges of video analytics is to establish a baseline of
privacy norms by understanding people’s opinions and
attitudes towards the technology.
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2.2 Sampling and Modeling Privacy
Preferences
Researchers have made initial progress in discovering
privacy norms with IoT technologies in general by
sampling people’s privacy expectations and preferences
through vignette scenarios using large-scale online surveys [10, 65]. However, vignette studies are limited because participants have to imagine themselves in hypothetical scenarios that are not immediately relevant [6].
The experience sampling method (ESM), where both
the context and content of individuals’ daily life are collected as research data, better examine links between
external context and the contents of the mind [42]. Particularly, mobile-based ESM can prompt participants
with the actual context they are in, enabling the collection of higher quality, more valid responses [13, 26].
This motivates us to use ESM to elicit people’s privacy
expectations and preferences towards video analytics.
As part of this study, we notify participants about realistic scenarios of video analytics deployment that could
happen at the places they actually visit. Then, we ask
about their privacy preferences towards these scenarios in situ, aiming to collect high quality responses to
elucidate privacy norms regarding video analytics.
This study is also related to previous research on
privacy preference modeling. Prior work has shown that
individual privacy preferences vary greatly from one
person to another and across different data collection
and use scenarios [51, 57, 88]. One-size-fits-all models
are often unable to capture individuals’ diverse privacy preferences when it comes to the collection and
use of their data by mobile and IoT technologies. Research on mobile app permission preferences has shown
that it is often possible to identify common patterns
among the privacy preferences of different subgroups of
users [56, 63]. Similar results have been reported in the
context of IoT scenarios [51, 52, 65]. Some of this work
has also demonstrated the use of machine learning models to predict individuals’ privacy preferences [59, 97]
and help them manage their privacy decisions [58, 98].

2.3 Designing and Implementing Privacy
Assistants
The past ten years have seen a proliferation of privacy
settings, whether to enable users to block web trackers
or to deny mobile apps access to their location. In practice however, users often struggle to configure privacy
settings to match their privacy preferences, whether it
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is because these settings are unintelligible [84], or because the number of available settings is unmanageable
[7, 57, 59, 88], or both.
To overcome these usability challenges, recent research has advocated the introduction of “privacy assistants” to (1) notify people about sensitive data collection and use practices and motivate them to manage
associated privacy settings [9], and to (2) also help them
configure privacy settings [58, 79]. Privacy assistants can
be enhanced by incorporating machine learning models
of individuals’ privacy preferences to further reduce user
burden [57–59, 91, 98]. For example, Liu et al. successfully demonstrated an Android privacy assistant app
that relied on machine learning to generate personalized recommendations about which permission to grant
or deny to different apps based on a small number of
personalized questions answered by each user [58]. Users
could review the recommendations and decide whether
or not to accept them. The authors report on a pilot of
this technology in the wild, with users indicating they
saw value in the way in which this technology made it
easier for them to manage a large number of privacy decisions without taking away control over their privacy
decisions.
There is a growing body of research focusing on
helping people manage their privacy in IoT contexts [27,
33]. This work ranges from the delivery of machinereadable privacy notices to users who are responsible
for manually making all privacy decisions [44] to functionality that leverages models of individuals’ privacy
preferences to help them manage their privacy. The latter includes the use of machine learning to generate privacy setting recommendations that users can review and
accept (or reject) [58] as well as functionality that attempts to automate some privacy decisions on behalf
of users [33]. Recent work generally indicates that people appreciate privacy assistant technology that helps
them manage privacy decisions, while it also reveals that
not everyone feels the same way about how much control they are willing to give up in return for a lighter
user burden [22]. The work reported herein is intended
to supplement this prior research by providing a more
in-depth understanding of individuals’ privacy expectations and preferences in the context of a diverse set of
video analytics scenarios. By understanding how rich
and diverse people’s expectations and preferences actually are across these scenarios, we aim to build a better
understanding of the complexity involved in notifying
people about the presence of video analytics deployments and in enabling them to effectively manage associated privacy choices.
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3 Study Design
3.1 Experience Sampling Method
Context has been shown to play an important role in influencing people’s privacy attitudes and decisions [68].
Studying people’s privacy attitudes through online surveys is often limited because participants answer questions about hypothetical scenarios and often lack context to provide meaningful answers. Accordingly, we
conducted an experience sampling study to collect people’s responses to a variety of video analytics deployments (or “scenarios”) in the context of their regular everyday activities. The experience sampling method [42]
has been repeatedly used in clinical trials [48, 95], psychological experiments [17, 43], and human-computer
interaction (HCI) studies [36, 80], yielding “a more accurate representation of the participants’ natural behaviour” [94]. This enables us to engage and survey participants in a timely and ecologically valid manner as
they go about their normal daily lives [70]. Participants
are prompted to answer questions about plausible video
analytics scenarios that could occur at the location in
which they are actually situated.

3.2 Selecting Realistic Scenarios
Previous research mainly surveyed participants’ privacy
attitudes in the context of generic IoT scenarios, including some facial recognition scenarios [52, 65]. By
systematically exploring more concrete scenarios in actual settings associated with people’s day-to-day activities, we are able to elicit significantly richer reactions
from participants and develop more nuanced models of
their awareness, comfort level, and notification preferences pertaining to different deployment scenarios. The
scenarios considered in our in-situ study were informed
by an extensive survey of news articles about real-world
deployments of video analytics in a variety of different
contexts (e.g., surveillance [81], marketing [82], authentication [11], employee performance evaluation [28], and
church attendance tracking [12]). These scenarios provided the basis for the identification of a set of relevant
contextual attributes which were randomly manipulated
and matched against the different types of venues our
subjects visited.
Our baseline scenario described the use of generic
surveillance cameras with no video analytics. All other
scenarios in our study involved the use of some type
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of video analytics. Security-related scenarios included
automatic detection of petty crime [81], and identification of known shoplifters and criminals in public
places [2, 24, 37, 45]. Scenarios for commercial purposes included helping businesses to optimize operations [64, 69, 82], displaying personalized advertisements based on the detection of demographic features
[34, 37, 76, 92], collecting patrons’ facial reaction to
merchandise [15, 16, 21, 85], and detecting users’ engagement at entertainment facilities [53, 60, 96]. Other
significant use case scenarios revolve around identification and authentication. Here, we considered two broad
categories of scenarios: (1) replacing ID cards with facial authentication in schools, gyms, libraries and places
with loyalty programs [11, 32, 66, 89], and (2) attendance tracking in the workplace, at churches, and at
gyms [11, 12, 38]. Lastly, we included a small number of
plausible, yet hypothetical, scenarios inspired by emerging practices as discussed in news articles or as contemplated in research. This includes health insurance
providers using facial recognition and emotion analysis
to make health-related predictions [8, 55, 77]; employers using emotion analysis to evaluate employee performance [28, 49, 54]; and hospitals using emotion recognition to make health-related predictions [1, 35, 41].
In total, we identified 16 purposes, as shown in Table 1, representative of a diverse set of video analytics
scenarios. A representative list of the scenarios as well
as the corresponding text shown to participants to elicit
their reactions can be found in the Appendix (Table 7).
The scenario text was crafted through multiple iterations to sound plausible without deceiving participants.

3.3 Factorial Design
We employed a factorial study design and developed
a taxonomy that captured a representative set of attributes one might expect to influence individuals’ privacy attitudes. These attributes are shown in Table 1.
We specified a discrete set of possible values for each attribute, taking into account our desire to cover a broad
spectrum of scenarios while also ensuring that we would
be able to collect a sufficiently large number of data
points for each scenario. Here, we differentiate between
the retention time of raw footage and of video analytics
results because raw video data, containing biometrics,
can be very sensitive, and possibly be exploited for additional analyses subsequently.
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3.4 Study Protocol and Procedures
The 10-day study comprised the following five stages.
Stage 1: Eligible participants completed the consent forms for this study and downloaded the study app
from the Google Play Store. Upon installing the app,
participants completed a pre-study survey about their
perceived knowledge level, comfort level, and notification preference with regard to facial recognition.
Stage 2: Participants were instructed to go about
their regular daily activities. The study app collected
participants’ GPS locations via their smartphones. As
they visited points of interest, namely places for which
we had one or more plausible deployment scenarios, the
app would send them a push notification, prompting
them to complete a short survey on a facial recognition
scenario pertaining to their location, as illustrated in the
app screenshots in Fig. 1a–1d. The protocol limited the
number of scenarios presented to each participant to six
per day, though most of the time participants’ whereabouts would trigger a smaller number of scenarios—
closer to three per day.
Stage 3: On the days participants received push
notifications via the app, they also received an email

Attribute Name

Purpose

Anonymity level
Retention of
raw footage
Retention of
analysis results
Sharing specified
Detection of whom
people are with
Type of places

Values
Generic Surveillance
Petty crime detection
Known criminal detection
(Anonymous) people counting
(Individualized) jump the line offers
(Anonymized) demographic ad targeting
(Individualized) ad targeting
(Anonymized) sentiment-based ad targeting
(Individualized) sentiment-based ad targeting
(Anonymous) sentiment-based customer service evaluation
(Individualized) customer engagement detection
Attendance tracking
Using face as IDs
Work productivity predictions
Health predictions - eatery visits
Health predictions - medical visits
No video analytics
Anonymous face detection
Facial recognition
ephemeral, 30 days, unspecified
ephemeral, 30 days, unspecified
Yes, No
Yes, No
store, eatery, workplace, education, hospital, service,
alcohol, entertainment, fitness, gas, large public places,
transportation, worship, library, mall, airport, finance

Table 1. Contextual attributes: Among all the possible combinations of these attributes, our study focused on a subset of 65
scenarios representative of common and emerging deployments of
video analytics technology.
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in the evening to answer a daily summary web survey (“evening review”). This web survey showed participants the places they visited when they received notifications, probed reasons for their in-situ answers, and
asked a few additional questions. See Fig. 1e for an example of the evening review.
Stage 4: After completing 10 days of evening reviews, participants concluded the study by filling out
a post-study survey administrated via Qualtrics. This
survey contained free-response questions about their attitudes on facial recognition, the 10-item IUIPC scale on
privacy concerns [61], as well as additional demographic
questions like income, education level, and marital status.
Stage 5 (Optional): Participants who indicated
they were willing to be interviewed in their post-study
survey may be invited to an online semi-structured interview. The interview contained questions about study
validity, perceptions of scenarios, and clarifications with
regard to their earlier responses.
To maximize the contextual benefits provided by
the experience sampling method [20], we designed a sophisticated payment scheme to incentivize prompt responses to in-situ notifications. Participants were compensated $2 per day for each day of the study. They
received an additional 25 cents per notification they responded to within 15 minutes, or 10 cents if they responded to the notification between 15 and 60 minutes.
We also compensated them $2 for the time spent on
answering pre-study and post-study surveys. An additional $15 was awarded when they finished the study. In
total, participants could earn between $37 and $52 and
were compensated with Amazon gift cards. Participants
who completed the online interviews were awarded $10.

3.5 Ensuring Study Validity
Due to the complexity and the number of components of
the study framework, we conducted several pilot rounds,
with initial rounds involving members of our research
team and later rounds involving a small number (N=9)
of external participants. Each pilot round helped identify issues that needed to be addressed, whether in the
form of small refinements of our protocol or adjustments
to technical components of our system (e.g., study app,
web survey app, study server). Below, we briefly discuss
the two most important refinements that were made as
a result of this process.
Because of the limitations of location tracking functionality, we determined that we could not automati-
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cally pinpoint the location of our subjects and use that
location to automatically identify a relevant video analytics scenario. Instead, we opted to use location tracking to automatically generate a drop-down list of venues
near our subject. We then asked them to select the
actual venue where they were. The drop-down list of
venues always included three additional options: “I was
somewhere else in the area,” “I was passing by,” and
“I was not there.” This ensured that our protocols also
accounted for missing venues, situations where our subjects were passing by a given location (e.g., being stuck
in traffic), as well as situations where location tracking
was potentially inaccurate. Participants still received
payments for each scenario when they selected one of
these three additional choices. In other words, they had
no incentive to select a place that they did not visit.
During the first pilot, we found that some participants did not seem to pay close attention to some of
the scenario attributes (Table 1). This was remedied by
introducing two multiple-choice attention check questions (see Figure 1b). These questions required participants to correctly identify two different and randomly
selected contextual attributes assumed in the scenario
(attributes in Table 1, excluding type of places). Participants were only allowed to proceed with the remaining
in-situ questions once they had passed the two attention
checks. These attention checks proved rather effective,
as discussed in the Section 4.1.
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data collected over a period of time can be particularly
sensitive, we refrained from using off-the-shelf experience sampling software and developed our own system
and location-aware Android app.
A total of 164 individuals (excluding 9 pilot participants) took part in the study and downloaded our
study app from the Google Play Store between May
and November 2019. Of these, 124 completed the 10day study. One participant was removed due to poor
response quality as that person selected “I was somewhere else” for all the notifications received. Among the
remaining 123 participants, 10 (8%) were 18-24 years
old, 67 (54.5%) were 25-34, 29 (23.6%) were 35-44, 10
(8%) were 45-54, 4 (3%) were 55-64, and 3 (2%) were
between 65 and 74. In our sample, 58% identified as female, 41% as male, and 2% as other. Most participants
were highly educated: 43 (35%) had bachelor’s degrees,
and 46 (37%) had graduate degrees. Half of the participants were single and never married, and 42% were
married or in a domestic partnership. The majority of
our participants (82%) reported having no children under 18 living with them. Participants reported diverse
occupations (see Table 5 in the Appendix). The average IUIPC factor scores of our participants are shown
in Table 2. Comparing our results with those of a large
MTurk sample from another study (N=1007) [65] using
Mann-Whitney U tests, we found no difference in the
collection and the awareness factors, and a significant
difference in the control factor with a small effect size
(r = 0.1, p < 0.01).

3.6 Recruitment and Ethics
We recruited participants using four methods: posts
on local online forums for the Pittsburgh area (e.g.,
Craigslist, Reddit), posts in a university-based research
participant pool, promotional ads on Facebook, and
physical flyers posted on local community bulletin
boards and at bus stops. Potential participants were
asked to take a short screening survey to determine eligibility (age 18 or older, able to speak English, using
an Android smartphone with data plan). The screening
survey also displayed the consent form for the study
and collected basic demographic information such as
age, gender, and occupation. Recruitment materials, the
consent form, and the screening survey did not mention
or refer to privacy. We tried to avoid convenience samples of undergraduate college students, and purposely
looked for participants with a variety of occupations.
This research was approved by our university’s institutional review board (IRB) as well as the funding
agency’s human research protection office. As location

IUIPC-Collection
IUIPC-Control
IUIPC-Awareness

Ours Mean [SD]
5.90 [1.04]
6.21 [0.78]
6.53 [0.66]

MTurk Mean [SD]
5.79 [1.11]
5.95 [0.90]
6.44 [0.82]

Reject H0
No
Yes
No

Table 2. Comparison of IUIPC scores of our participants (N=123)
with an MTurk sample (N=1007). H0 stipulates that two samples
come from the same population. Cannot reject H0 means that 2
groups are not significantly different.

We recruited interviewees about halfway through
the study. Participants were selected based on their demographics. We sent out 17 invitations and conducted
online interviews with 10 participants who followed up.
In total, participants were sent 3,589 notifications prompting them to identify their specific location
(Fig. 1a). In the majority of cases (65%), our system
was able to retrieve a scenario relevant to the location
reported by the participant, such as the two scenarios
shown in Fig. 1b and 1c. For the remaining 35%, the sys-
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(a) Prompting users to clarify their location

(d) Dashboard showing prompts to complete
two in-situ surveys, including monetary incentives to respond as quickly as possible

(b) Two attention check questions designed
to ensure participants read about relevant
attributes
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(c) Four in-situ questions

(e) Partial screenshot of evening survey associated with a given scenario encountered earlier during
the day

Fig. 1. Screenshots of the study app and the web survey used for the evening review

tem did not have a pre-identified scenario that matched
the response provided by the participant, in which case
we were unable to elicit any additional information from
the participant for that particular location. Based on
answers provided by participants, common examples of
such situations included the participant being at home
or visiting a partner, friend, or relative. Other situations
included the participant waiting for a bus or passing
by a location. In some instances, participants reported

that they did not see the location at which they were
in the drop-down menu shown to them (Fig. 1a). This
seemed to most commonly occur when participants were
in parks, parking lots, farmers’ markets, new establishments, or small local stores.
When the system was able to retrieve a plausible
scenario relevant to the participant’s location, the participant was presented with the scenario and prompted
to answer a few quick questions related to that scenario
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(e.g., see Fig. 1b and 1c). In addition to these in-situ responses, they were also requested to answer a more complete set of questions about the scenario in the evening.
As a result, we were able to collect in-situ and evening
responses for a total of 2,328 scenarios. Each participant
on average provided in-situ and evening responses to 19
scenarios over a 10-day period, and received an average
compensation of $41.

4 Privacy Attitudes
When surveying participants’ responses to facial recognition scenarios, we focused on four related questions:
how surprised they were by the scenario presented to
them (surprise level), how comfortable they were with
the collection and use of their data as assumed in that
scenario (comfort level), to what extent they would
want to be notified about the deployment scenario at the
location they visited (notification preference), and
whether, if given a choice they would have allowed or
denied the data practices described in that scenario at
that particular location at the time they visited that location (allow/deny preference). These questions are
shown in Fig. 2.
How surprised are you with Controller engaging in this data practice?
Very
surprised

Somewhat
surprised

Not at all
surprised

How comfortable are you with Controller engaging in this data practice?
Very
uncomfortable

Somewhat
uncomfortable

Somewhat
comfortable

Very
comfortable

Would you want to be notified of this data practice as you enter Controller?
Yes, notify me every time it happens.
Yes, but only once in a while to refresh my memory.
Yes, but only the first time I enter this location.
I don‘t care whether I am notified or not.
No, don't ever notify me.

If you had the choice, would you allow or deny this data practice?
Allow

Deny

Fig. 2. Controller being a variable that would be instantiated
with the name of the venue participants were visiting

Fig. 3 provides a summary of collected responses organized around the 16 categories of scenarios (or “purposes”) introduced in Table 1. As can be seen, people’s responses vary for each scenario. In other words,
“one size fits all” would fail to capture individuals’ diverse preferences when presented with these scenarios.
At the same time, some scenarios elicit more consistent
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responses from participants than others. For instance,
generic surveillance scenarios appear to surprise participants the least and to elicit acceptance by the most
(close to 70% would agree to such scenarios, if given
a choice and fewer than 10% reported feeling “very uncomfortable” with such scenarios). Yet, even in the presence of such scenarios, 60% of participants reported they
would want to be notified at least the first time they encounter these scenarios at a given venue and over 35%
indicated they would want to be notified each time. At
the other end of the spectrum, scenarios involving facial recognition for the purpose of evaluating employee
productivity or tracking attendance at venues elicited
the greatest level of surprise and lowest level of comfort among our participants, with barely 20% reporting that, if given a chance, they would consent to the
use of these technologies for the purpose of evaluating
employee productivity. Similarly, participants expressed
significant levels of surprise and discomfort with scenarios involving the use of facial recognition to make health
and medical predictions or to track the attendance of
individuals.

4.1 Study Validity and Benefits of ESM
Below we report results on study validity, focusing on
three aspects: whether participants carefully read the
scenarios, whether they thought the scenarios could
happen, and how the ESM helped anchor their responses
to their everyday life experience.
Overall, 81% of the time participants successfully
completed both attention check questions associated
with the scenarios assigned to them within two attempts. Attention questions were found to be useful by
8 out of the 10 interviewees. For instance, one participant (P107) stated, “I think you definitely had to read
them [scenarios]. I think there was one or two that I
saw the bold words, and thought that they were the same
as older questions, so I picked the same answer, and it
was a different one. So once I re-read it, I saw that it
was a little different.” Five interviewees reported attention questions helping them discern between retention
for raw footage, and retention for analysis results, as
P55 said, “But the first couple of times, I mixed up the
raw footage with the analysis results, but after that [the
attention checks] I remembered to look for the distinction.” These comments suggest that the attention checks
contributed to participants noticing the contextual attributes associated with each scenario and that the re-
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Fig. 3. Summary of collected responses organized around 16 different purposes. The bottom row shows the aggregated preferences
across different purposes.

sponses we collected most likely reflect privacy attitudes
that take these contextual attributes into account.
As 68% of in-situ questions were answered within
15 minutes and 87% within 1 hour, the actual location
visited by the participant and the context associated
with the scenario were likely still fresh in their mind
(e.g., what the participant was doing at that particular
location, or whom they might have been with). When
asked about whether the scenarios matched actual video
collection practices at the places participants were visiting in the exit interviews, most (N = 7) stated that
they found the scenarios to be realistic, and “it is entirely possible that it is happening in those places”(P55).
P107 explained, “I don’t know if they actually use any
of the strategies right now, but they did seem to fit pretty
well with the places like grocery stores offering coupons,
or targeting some ads towards you.”
Furthermore, the experience sampling method provided context to participants’ responses, with participants reporting that context played an important role
in influencing their attitudes towards different video
analytics deployments. When the participants selected
in situ that they felt somewhat or very uncomfortable
about a scenario, in daily the evening reviews they can
select multiple-choice options and provide additional

free responses to further explain their discomfort. Fig. 4
plots the reasons participants selected, many of which
are directly related to the in-situ context. The figure also
shows the percentages of participants who ever reported
considering each reason: many reasons were taken into
account by the majority of 123 study participants. Our

Fig. 4. Percent of participants/notifications reporting specific
reasons for discomfort. Participants only selected reasons for notifications that they indicated discomfort (N=1,369). N is the used
as the denominator to calculate the percent of notifications.
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Purpose

Example Quotes

Values

Generic Surveillance(No)
Petty Crime(Anon)

I’m fine with it to keep banks more safe. – P27
When it comes to law enforcement and public safety I am more ok with giving up privacy.
But there is an expectation that the data is protected. But any data collected for one reason
is expected to stay within that original use. — P12
Because this is a bar, I feel like I would be more willing to acquiesce to a certain degree of
surveillance for my own safety. — P59
It’s anonymous and seems like a good use of the technology. — P68
The cafe is never super crowded when I go, and the space is small. I am surprised they would
need something like that due to area and logistics. — P16
I’ve heard that Target has the most advanced security, so it’s kind of unsettling because I
don’t know exactly what they’re doing. — P7
It’s the facial recognition of it and keeping of derived data that bothers me. — P13
It’s anonymous so I don’t care as much. Also I have pretty good brand loyalty to Target and
trust them more than I probably should. — P40
The errands I do there are acceptable for all audiences. — P9
I would expect this practice from larger chains rather than a small, local store, so it weirded
me out a little to think the surveillance technology was there. — P27
It might help improve the experience. — P110
I trust this location with footage as it is my local gym, and it actually would be convenient
in this case. — P106
It’s a military base with 100% ID check at the gate, so I know about it and basically trust
them. — P25
Big Brother is watching. I did not consent. — P104
I don’t like sharing data with health insurance companies. — P13
Emotion analysis combined with facial recognition makes me more uneasy than other ways
this tech is implemented, especially coming from a healthcare provider. — P58

A,TP
R,TP

Detect Criminal(IDed)
Count People(Anon)
Jump Line(IDed)
Targeted Ads(Anon)
Targeted Ads(IDed)
Sentiment Ads(Anon)
Sentiment Ads(IDed)
Rate Service(Anon)
Rate Engagement(IDed)
Face as ID(IDed)
Track Attendance(IDed)
Work Productivity(IDed)
Health Predictions(IDed)
Medical Predictions(IDed)

A,TP
TP
R
R,TP
A,TP
TP,R
A
R
TP
R,TP
R
TP
TP
TP,R

Table 3. Example quotes from participants’ evening reviews explaining their in-situ answers. Their responses were coded by relevant
parameter values of contextual integrity. A—Attribute: Any description of information type. R—Recipient: Any entity (person, company, etc.) that receives the information. TP—Transmission Principle: The conditions under which information may be used or collected [68].

qualitative analyses of free responses in evening reviews
also revealed that study participants had context in
mind when they explained their in-situ comfort level.
Their responses also reflected various aspects of data
flows as by Nissenbaum’s framework of CI [67]. Example quotes listed by purpose are shown in Table 3.

4.2 Factors Impacting Privacy Attitudes
The responses collected as part of this in-situ study provide rich insight into people’s awareness of the many different ways in which facial recognition is deployed, how
comfortable they are with these deployments, and to
what extent they would want to be notified about them.
Our analysis is organized around the different contextual factors already identified in Table 1. On average
each participant responded to a total of about 19 deployment scenarios. These 19 different scenarios covered
an average of 9.9 different “purposes,” as defined in Table 1, and 5.9 different types of venues, thereby offering

rich insight into how people feel about facial recognition
deployments across a range of different situations.

4.2.1 Allow/Deny Decisions
We first investigate whether people’s decisions to allow
or deny data collection have a relationship with the contextual attributes in Table 1. We constructed our model
using generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) regression [14], which is particularly useful for data analysis with repeated measures from each participant. Our
GLMM model was fit by maximum likelihood (Laplace
approximation) treating the user identifier as a random
effect, using a logistic link function for the binary response (allow/deny).
Among all the attributes introduced in Table 1, we
find that “purpose” exhibits the strongest correlation
with the decision to allow or deny data practices associated with our scenarios. In particular, when compared against “generic surveillance” scenarios, 12 out of
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15 other purposes came out as being significantly more
likely to result in a “deny” decision. Participants were
respectively 23.5 (=e3.16 ) times and 29 (=e3.37 ) times
more likely to respond with a “deny” to deployment
scenarios for predicting work productivity, and for predicting health, compared to generic surveillance scenarios with no facial recognition. The odds of participants
denying purposes for targeted advertising were at least 6
(=e1.87 ) times and up to 16 (=e3.16 ) times greater than
the odds for generic surveillance. Even for the purpose
of using faces for authentication and identification, participants were still more likely to deny data collection
(odds ratio = e1.70 = 5.5). Three purposes turned out
not to be significant: detecting petty crime, using anonymous facial detection to count the number of people in
the facility, and using facial emotion detection to rate
engagement. The last of the three purposes, despite being relatively intrusive in comparison with the previous
two, did not seem to have an important impact. We suspect that this might be partially due to the low number
of occurrences (N = 23) of this purpose as this scenario
was only associated with visits to places like movie theaters, museums, and amusement parks.
Contrary to our expectations, we found that
whether targeted ads relied on identifying individuals
or treating them anonymously did not elicit substantially different responses from our participants. In fact,
participants reported being more likely to respond with
a “deny” to facial recognition scenarios used in targeted
ads based on demographic features like race or ethnicity
than to scenarios which involved individually targeted
ads. The interview data revealed that some participants
(3 out of 10) were viewing advertising based on demographics (e.g., race and age) as a form of profiling. For
example, P106 stated, “I do think it will divide us more
if they are targeting specifically based on what you look
like, not even necessarily your profile and who you are
... I think it just gives an overall weird and gross feeling,
especially in today’s society where it comes up a lot.”
Some of the place type attributes were also found
to have an influence on participants’ allow or deny
decisions. When we compare different place types to
the baseline of large public places (e.g., sports stadiums, parking garages, city hall buildings), we find
that participants were more likely to deny data practices at eateries (odds ratio = e1.09 = 3), at libraries
(odds ratio = e1.71 = 5.5), and at gas stations (odds
ratio= e1.36 = 3.9). Participants were significantly less
likely to respond with a “deny” to deployment scenarios
at transportation locations (buses stops, train stations,
metro stations) than at the more generic baseline (odds
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ratio = e−1.87 = 0.23). The number of days participants
had been in the study also seemed to influence their allow/deny decisions. Participants proved more likely to
respond with a “deny” as the study progressed. None of
the other attributes were statistically significant (p <
0.05). We present the complete results from the regression in the Appendix (Table 6).

4.2.2 Comfort Level, Surprise Level, and Notification
Preference
Here we explore how the different contextual attributes
considered in our study seem to influence participants’
comfort level, surprise level, and notification preferences. As those responses are not binary or linear,
GLMM is not suitable due to its inability to model ordinal dependent variables. Instead, we opted for cumulative link mixed models (CLMM) fitted with the adaptive Gauss-Hermite quadrature approximation with 10
quadrature points using the R package ordinal [19]. We
constructed one CLMM model for each dependent variable, adopting the same set of independent variables and
random effect, as is the case with allow/deny decisions
described in Section 4.2.1.
Similarly to the case with allow/deny decisions, purpose remains the attribute with the strongest influence
on participants’ comfort level, surprise level, and notification preferences. Participants are more likely to feel
uncomfortable, surprised, and are more likely to want
to be notified when confronted with scenarios involving facial recognition than with our baseline “generic
surveillance” scenario with no facial recognition. Data
sharing with other entities seems to also contribute to a
significant reduction in comfort among participants. As
is the case with allow/deny decisions, we also found that
the number of days in the study was significantly correlated with participants’ surprise level and notification
preferences. Participants reported being less surprised
over time, likely because they had already encountered
similar scenarios earlier in the study. Over time, participants became slightly more inclined to deny scenarios,
while their notification preferences became somewhat
more selective. These results are furthered explored in
Section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2.
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Fig. 5. A Sankey diagram shows the change of participants’ reported notification preferences before and after the study

4.3 Attitude Change Between Start and
End of the Study
In our pre-study and post-study surveys, we asked participants the same questions about their understanding of, comfort level with, and notification preferences
for facial recognition. In the post-study, we also asked
them to provide open-ended responses to why their level
of concern may have (not) changed. We analyzed these
responses using inductive coding. Two researchers iteratively improved the codebook and independently coded
all responses. Coding discrepancies were discussed and
reconciled. We reported results from comparing both
surveys and qualitative coding.

4.3.1 Increased Awareness
By the end of the study, 60% of participants (N = 74)
reported increased awareness resulting from participation in the study. They did not realize facial recognition
could be used for so many different purposes, at such
a diverse set of venues, and with this level of sophistication. For instance, P68 wrote, “Some of the scenarios
and growth of the technology you mentioned, I had never
considered. Freaked me out.” 11% of the above group reported learning the benefits of facial recognition. P106
explained, “In the beginning I was very uncomfortable
with the fact that this tech could be abused or that law enforcement could use it. However, as the scenarios came
up in the study, I realized it could be helpful in my life as
long as there are safeguards in place to prevent abuse.”
At the end of the study, when rating how much they
thought they knew about facial recognition, one third of
participants rated their knowledge of facial recognition
lower than what they had reported at the start. This situation could be explained by the Dunning-Kruger effect,
a cognitive bias wherein people tend to overestimate
their knowledge in areas which they have little or no
experience [50]. As participants grew more aware of possible video analytics deployments, they gained a more
grounded estimate of their knowledge level. In inter-

views, 5 out of 10 interviewees indicated their awareness
had increased. For instance, P50 mentioned “I didn’t
know when I started there were so many different potential uses. I only thought that it could be used for tracking someone who committed a crime, so I was really
surprised that there are so many different things being
developed. And I definitely do think there are good uses
and some that are more invasive.” Three interviewees
described their deliberation on facial recognition usages
as the study progressed. For example, P56 recounted “I
feel like I might’ve started to get more negative about
the use of cameras... I could easily how see all of this
information would go to very bad places... In some ways
now that I am more aware of it, I’ve certainly put more
thought into it and became more negative about it.”, and
P107 gave an account of his thought process: “I think
it’s just thinking about it more, being asked a couple of
different times, and then you get asked once you just
kind of answer it, but then twice and the third, I really
think about it. It’s been in my mind already, so then the
answer is probably more close to what I think... by the
end, maybe I am not so sure about them having that
information. But I think by the last 3 or 4 days, they
were more consistent, consistently no for certain ones.”
This could possibly explain why the number of days in
the study was a significant predictor of participants’ allow and deny preferences and why they tended to deny
more as the study progressed as reported at the end of
Section 4.2.1.

4.3.2 Evolution of Notification Preferences
Before the study, 95.9% of all participants claimed that
they wanted to be notified about facial recognition deployment scenarios, including 51.2% who indicated they
wanted to be notified every time they came within range
of facial recognition. As shown in Fig. 5, between the
beginning and end of the study 55.3% of participants
changed their preferences regarding whether and how
often they wanted to be notified about facial recogni-
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don’t
notify

day1

Fig. 6. Participants’ desire to be notified decreases as the study
progresses

One possible explanation is that people gradually
developed a better appreciation for the broad deployment of these scenarios, and the possibility of receiving a
large number of notifications, as P53 described, “I think
at first when I first started, I was saying once in a while
and then I realized that would be really annoying to get
multiple notifications.” Some participants also expressed
resignation. For instance, P89 said, “The whole concept
has become normal to me. I’ve definitely been reminded,
through the app, that cameras with facial recognition are
used in many, many places. I’ve become desensitized to
the practice, and in fact, what I had considered in some
wasys[sic] to be negative because I want my privacy.” It
is also worth noting that, as can be seen in Fig. 5, a
simple “Ask on First Use” approach would not accommodate most users. If anything, changes identified in
participants’ responses before and after the study indicate that people seem to become more sophisticated
over time in their notification preferences with a substantially smaller fraction of participants requesting to
be notified every time by the end of the study. The majority are looking for some type of selective notification
solution.
On the other hand, we also noticed that a sizable
minority of participants (shown in bottom of Fig. 7)
stayed relatively consistent throughout the study with
regards to their notification preferences, as they wanted
to be notified every time facial recognition is in use.

don’t
care

notify
first
time

notify
once in
a while

notify
every
time

allow

deny

Participants (one per row)

tion deployments. Among participants who originally
wanted to be notified every time, 44% of them opted
for less frequent notifications. This is also supported by
the positive coefficient associated with the number of
days predictor of the CLMM regression model for notification preferences, as stated in Section 4.2.2, as well as
the descending line in Fig. 6, which plots the percentage
of notifications where participants want to be notified
every time or once in a while against the number of days
in the study.
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Time

day10 day1

Time

day10

Fig. 7. This graph shows all participants’ notification and allow/deny preferences throughout the study in time order. Each
row represents one participant. Participants are ordered increasingly by their desire to be notified on the left graph, and their
corresponding allow/deny preferences were shown on the right.
On the left graph, participants’ desire to get notified less over
time is illustrated by the gradually brightening color from left to
right, especially in the top right corner.

Results from interviews revealed that some participants
would always want to be notified, like P56 noted “The
fact that I wanted everything to be always reminding
me... I think it is worth letting people know upfront, and
every time so you don’t get used to it and complacent.”
P52 also explained why he would always want to be
notified at his workplace: “At my work, if I didn’t think
it was necessary or appropriate, then it wouldn’t register
in my head that I was being watched. I would have to be
reminded every time.”

4.4 Correlation Between Privacy
Expectations and Allow/Deny
Preferences
Prior research has shown that comfort is often correlated with the degree of surprise people express towards
different data collection and use practices [56]. We compiled pairwise correlations between the four types of responses collected from our participants across the 2,328
scenarios evaluated in our study (Table 4). Correlations were calculated using the Spearman rank correlation with Bonferroni-corrected p-values. Not too sur-
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prisingly, we find a significant correlation with a large
effect size between people’s comfort level and whether
they would allow or deny a given scenario. As reported
in prior research [56], we also find a moderate correlation between surprise about some deployment scenarios
and comfort with these scenarios. On the other hand,
correlation between allow/deny decisions and desire to
be notified seems nearly non-existent, suggesting people’s notification preferences do not simply correspond
to their allow/deny preferences across different scenarios. An example of this case was mentioned in the previous section: only 30% of participants would deny data
practices for generic surveillance purposes, but 60% reported that they would like to be notified. Our qualitative results in Section 4.3.2 and Fig. 7 also seemed
to suggest that individuals’ notification preferences are
rather distinct from their allow/deny preferences, and
serve different needs.

comfort
surprise
notification
allow/deny

comfort

surprise

notification

allow/deny

1
0.442∗∗∗
0.183∗∗∗
0.604∗∗∗

1
0.214∗∗∗
0.350∗∗∗

1
0.046

1

Table 4. Correlation matrix where ∗∗∗ indicates p < 0.001

5 Discussion
5.1 Limitations
We do not claim that our results are representative of
the general population. Our sample population skews
young and more educated, which could have induced
bias in our results. In addition, participants were recruited only from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, a mid-sized
city in the United States.
Our study protocol determined the type and frequencies of scenarios participants saw, which in turn
likely impacted their attitudes over time and in particular their notification preferences. We strived to keep the
study realistic by presenting each participant with scenarios representative of the venues they visit in their everyday life. The actual frequency and types of video analytics participants would encounter could, however, be
different from those in our study, and are likely to evolve
over time. Our analyses were conducted using data pro-
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vided by participants when presented with plausible deployment scenarios, rather than based on observations
in the presence of actual deployments. While our use
of an in-situ methodology was intended to mitigate this
issue, it is possible that some of the data collected is not
fully representative of participants’ actual behaviors.
While describing study scenarios, we strived to
maintain a balanced narrative without overly emphasizing benefits or potential risks associated with different deployments, but rather leaving it to participants
to decide how they felt about them. This being said, we
acknowledge that the phrasing of these types of scenarios is an art and that on occasions our phrasing might
have primed participants in one direction or the other.

5.2 Lack of Awareness and Desire for
Greater Transparency
Our results clearly indicate that many people were taken
by surprise when encountering a variety of video analytics scenarios considered in our study. While many
expect surveillance cameras to be widely deployed, few
are aware of other types of deployments such as deployments for targeted advertising, attendance, productivity, and more. These less expected scenarios are also
those that generally seem to generate the greatest discomfort among participants and those for which, if given
a chance, they would often opt out (or not opt in). These
results make a strong case for the adoption of more
effective notification mechanisms than today’s typical
“this area under camera surveillance” signs. Not only
are people likely to miss these signs, but even if they
do not, these signs fail to disclose whether video analytics is being used, for what purpose, who has access
to the footage and results, and more. Our study shows
that many of these attributes have a significant impact
on people’s desire to be notified about deployments of
video analytics. And obviously, these signs do not provide people with the ability to opt in or out of these
practices.
Our findings support new disclosure requirements
under regulations like GDPR, which mandates the disclosure of this information at or before the point of collection. Our findings also demonstrate the urgent need
to provide people with choices to decide whether or
not to allow the collection and processing of their data,
as our participants expressed diverse levels of comfort
with these scenarios with many not feeling comfortable
with at least some of them. Regulatory disclosure requirements help improve transparency of video analyt-
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ics deployments. While some study participants grew
more concerned about facial recognition, we observed
others becoming more accepting of it as they learned
about potential benefits of some deployments. These
findings suggest that increased transparency and awareness would help data subjects make informed decisions.

5.3 Privacy Preferences Are Complex and
Context-Dependent
Our findings show that people’s privacy preferences are
both diverse and complex. They depend on a number
of contextual attributes such as the purpose for using
video analytics, who has access to the results, where
the user is at the time of collection, and other factors.
As such, our findings are another illustration of contextual integrity principles introduced by Nissenbaum [67].
The importance of purpose information identified in our
study (i.e., for what purpose video analytics is being applied) is largely consistent with results reported in earlier publications. This includes earlier work conducted
by Lin et al. [57] and Smullen et al. [91] in their studies of privacy preferences when it comes to configuring
mobile app permission settings. This also includes prior
work by Emami-Naeini et al. [65] looking at privacy
preferences across generic IoT scenarios. In contrast to
these earlier studies, our work took a more systematic
approach to exploring the nuances in video analytics
scenarios, including the type of analysis, the purpose
for which the analysis is conducted, whether information is being shared with other entities, and the venue
where video analytics is deployed; those factors all have
an impact on individuals’ privacy attitudes.

5.4 Implications for the Design of Privacy
Assistants
Our findings can also inform the design of privacy assistants that help users manage privacy decisions related to
the deployment of video analytics and other Internet of
Things (IoT) technologies. Das et al. have introduced a
privacy infrastructure for IoT, where users rely on “privacy assistant” mobile apps to be notified about the
presence of nearby IoT resources such as cameras running video analytics software [27]. Using these privacy
assistants, users can access opt-in or opt-out functionality made available by IoT resources to indicate whether
they agree or not to the collection and processing of
their data. However, given the growing deployment of
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cameras, taking advantage of such functionality would
still be hampered by the number of notifications and
decisions a typical person would be confronted to each
day when passing within range of cameras.
A more practical approach would involve allowing
users to configure privacy assistants to only notify them
about those deployments they care to be notified about,
and to possibly also configure any available opt-in/optout settings in accordance with their individual preferences. Based on our findings, it is easy to see that different users would likely select different configurations of
their settings, namely different notification settings and
different combinations of opt-ins/opt-outs. To keep user
burden manageable, one would likely include settings
that allow users to automatically opt in or out of scenarios for which they have pretty definite preferences (e.g.,
“I want to opt out of any video analytics deployment
that shares my data with insurance companies”). For
other scenarios, they would be notified and prompted to
make manual opt-in or -out decisions. Given how rich
and diverse people’s privacy preferences are, enabling
users to accurately specify their notification and optin/opt-out preferences would require a large number of
privacy settings (e.g., differentiating between a variety
of different video analytics deployments, different notification preferences). Recent work on privacy assistants
has shown that it is possible to use machine learning to
reduce user burden when it comes to configuring such
complex privacy settings. For instance, Liu et al. have
demonstrated the use of machine learning techniques to
help users configure mobile app privacy settings [58].
Similar results have been observed by the authors using data collected as part of the present video analytics
study, where models of privacy preferences were built
to predict participants’ allow/deny decisions [100]. The
idea is that these models are used to recommend settings to users, who can review the recommendations and
decide whether or not to accept them.
Our results showing that individual’s preferences for
notification of video analytics deployments are quite diverse suggest that different people would select different
setting configurations, with some people preferring to be
systematically informed about each deployment and being prompted to manually decide whether to opt in or
out, and other people preferring more selective notification settings and greater delegation of opt-in opt-out
decisions. This is also consistent with results from a recent study by Colnago et al. [22] It goes without saying that effective implementation of notification functionality and opt-in/opt-out settings such as those we
just discussed, settings that our findings seem to call
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for, would substantially benefit from the development
of standardized APIs. Ideally such APIs would enable
privacy assistant functionality to (1) discover video analytics deployments in the vicinity of their users, (2)
selectively notify their users, and (3) transmit opt-in or
opt-out requests on their behalf (whether these requests
are made manually or derived from settings selected by
users).

5.5 Evolving Notification Preferences
In our study, we observed that participants’ notification
preferences evolved over time with many people opting for less frequent notifications as time passes. This
change in preferences is attributed to some level of fatigue as people got a better appreciation for the number of times they were likely to be notified about the
same or similar scenarios, and as their level of surprise
in the face of some of these scenarios also diminished
over time. Even taking into account this general trend
in receiving less frequent notifications over time, it is
clear that people’s notification preferences are not adequately met if one relies on a simple “Ask on First Use”
approach—as is typically the case today when dealing
with mobile app permissions, for instance. Individuals’
notification preferences are more complex and also more
diverse, ultimately requiring a more sophisticated set
of configurations that users could choose from and also
modify over time, as their preferences evolve. Here again
we see opportunities for the use of AI-based privacy assistant functionality [23, 58] that would adapt to their
user’s preferences over time, possibly through a combination of nudges designed to motivate users to think
about options available to them [5, 9] and dialogues
designed to capture people’s evolving preferences. Our
study also uncovers how individuals’ allow/deny preferences are distinct from their notification preferences.
However, how to properly notify people without overwhelming them remains an understudied direction as
the majority of work on modeling privacy preferences
focused on allow/deny “choice” rather than “notice.”

6 Conclusions
We reported on a 10-day experience sampling study designed to help understand individuals’ privacy attitudes
related to increasingly diverse video analytics scenarios. Our study collected in-situ responses for a total
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of 2,328 deployment scenarios from 123 participants as
they went about their regular daily activities, presenting
them with video analytics scenarios that could realistically be deployed at the venues they visited. The study
was informed by a systematic review of recent articles
describing existing use of video analytics in support of a
range of different purposes. The data collected through
this study provides rich insight into people’s awareness
of, comfort with, and notification preferences associated
with these deployments.
As the deployment of video analytics continues to
proliferate and as regulations require that users be notified about these deployments and be given opt-in/optout choices, it will become increasingly important for
people to have access to settings that help them filter
notifications and manage their privacy decisions. The
complexity and diversity of individuals’ notification and
opt-in/opt-out preferences observed in our study across
a representative selection of video analytics scenarios
suggests that the privacy settings required to capture
these preferences would need to be fairly complex themselves (e.g., differentiating between a number of purposes, a number of different entities with which analysis
results might be shared and more). Our study indicates
that different people would likely configure these settings differently with some users preferring to see more
notifications and make more decisions manually, and
others opting for more selective notifications and preferring to delegate many opt-in/opt-out decisions to more
powerful privacy settings. We see an opportunity for the
use of privacy assistants that can help users configure
such settings to accommodate their particular preferences while mitigating user burden. We also see a need
for standardized APIs that help notify users and help
communicate users’ opt-in/opt-out decisions.
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Appendix

Factors
Intercept

Occupation
Business, or sales
Administrative support
Scientist
Service
Education
Computer engineer or IT
Other salaried contractor
Engineer in other fields
Medical
Unemployed

%
12.2
9.8
8.9
8.1
8.1
7.3
7.3
6.5
6.5
4.1

Occupation
Legal
Other
Graduate student
Homemaker
Skilled labor
Retired
Government
Prefer not to say .
Art or writing
College student

Table 5. Occupation of participants and respective %

%
3.3
3.3
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
1.6
1.6
.8
.8

Est.

Std. Err

Z

-1.79965 0.60789
-2.96
purpose:baseline = Generic Surveillance
Petty Crime(Anon)
0.57922
0.52134
1.111
Criminal Detection(IDed)
1.08567
0.43613
2.489
Count People(Anon)
0.54011
0.56511
0.956
Jump Line(IDed)
2.12133
0.53749
3.947
Targeted Ads(Anon)
2.77327
0.56614
4.899
Targeted Ads(IDed)
1.87295
0.5265
3.557
Sentiment Ads(Anon)
2.03323
0.70039
2.903
Sentiment Ads(IDed)
2.7837
0.59923
4.645
Rate Service(Anon)
1.92574
0.55494
3.47
Rate Engagement(IDed)
0.9621
0.92536
1.04
Face as ID(IDed)
1.70491
0.51797
3.292
Track Attendence(IDed)
2.56281
0.60284
4.251
Work Productivity(IDed)
3.15627
0.63879
4.941
Health Predictions(IDed)
3.37146
0.58706
5.743
Medical Predictions(IDed)
1.92103
0.7824
2.455
Raw retention:baseline=30 days
Ephemeral
0.10859
0.3799
0.286
Unspecified
0.23487
0.4079
0.576
Analytics retention:baseline=unspecified
Ephemeral
-0.02068 0.81819 -0.025
30 days
-0.22812 0.30495 -0.748
Association: baseline=No
associationID
0.27251
0.18042
1.51
Shared: baseline=No
sharedID
-0.09074 0.26258 -0.346
dayIndex
0.79628
0.27167
2.931
placeType:baseline=large public places
store
0.73456
0.42748
1.718
eatery
1.09194
0.41956
2.603
work
0.46835
0.50123
0.934
education
-0.48813 0.50161 -0.973
hospital
1.11144
0.65184
1.705
service
0.67614
0.52179
1.296
alcohol
0.81001
0.4635
1.748
entertainment
0.80385
0.61804
1.301
fitness
1.06873
0.66162
1.615
gas
1.36253
0.58379
2.334
transportation
-1.48697
0.5998
-2.479
worship
-0.27275 0.81689 -0.334
library
1.71228
0.71968
2.379
mall
1.19774
0.89793
1.334
airport
0.08364
0.96362
0.087
finance
-1.13355 1.16506 -0.973

p
0.003072∗∗
0.266563
0.012799∗
0.339187
7.92E-05∗∗∗
9.66E-07∗∗∗
0.000375∗∗∗
0.003696∗∗
3.39E-06∗∗∗
0.00052∗∗∗
0.298478
0.000997∗∗∗
2.13E-05∗∗∗
7.77E-07∗∗∗
9.30E-09∗∗∗
0.014077∗
0.775005
0.564742
0.979836
0.454423
0.130937
0.729666
0.003378∗∗
0.085732
0.009252∗∗
0.350094
0.330493
0.088178
0.195037
0.08053
0.193377
0.10624
0.019598∗
0.013171∗
0.738463
0.01735∗
0.182241
0.930832
0.33058

Table 6. Generalized Linear Mixed Model Regression with Logit
Link. A positive coefficient(estimate) shows likeliness of participants’ to deny a data collection
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Table 7. Scenario text shown to participants. Controller being a variable that would be instantiated with the name of the venue participants were visiting. Texts inside curly brackets display all retention options associated with this scenario. Texts inside square brackets
can be inserted to specify sharing practice or the detection of whom people are with.
Purpose

Scenario Text

Generic Surveillance

Some places like Controller have started to deploy video surveillance cameras to deter crime. [This footage
can be shared with law enforcement.] Assume that you are captured by such a camera, and {1)the raw
footage is kept for 30 days, 2) it is unclear for how long the raw footage is kept}.

Petty Crime

Some places like Controller have started to deploy video surveillance cameras to deter crime. These cameras
are equipped with software that can automatically detect and record petty crime (e.g. pickpocketing, car
break-ins, breaking store windows). When a suspicious scene is believed to have been detected, it is recorded
for further analysis (possibly including facial recognition) and kept for 30 days. Otherwise the data is
immediately discarded. [This footage can be shared with law enforcement.] Assume that you are captured
by such a camera.

Known Criminal

Some places like Controller have started to deploy video surveillance cameras with facial recognition software.
This software can identify and track known shoplifters, criminals, and bad actors. Assume that Controller
engages in this practice, and {1) the raw footage is discarded immediately with the analysis results being
kept for 30 days 2) all the data (raw footage and analysis results) is kept for 30 days 3) the raw footage
is kept for 30 days. Assume also that it is unclear for how long the analysis results are kept}.

Count people

Some places like Controller have started to deploy video surveillance cameras with anonymous face detection
software. This software can estimate the number of customers in the facility in order to optimize operation,
such as personnel allocation. Assume that Controller engages in this practice and {1) the raw footage is
discarded immediately, and it is unclear for how long the analysis results are kept 2) the raw footage is kept
for 30 days, and it is unclear for how long the analysis results are kept 3) it is unclear for how long all the
data (raw footage and analysis results) is kept}.

Jump Line

Some places like Controller have started to deploy video surveillance cameras with facial recognition software.
This software can identify patrons in line and push individualized offers to skip the wait-line for a fee.
[This software can also record your presence and who you are with.] Assume that Controller engages in this
practice and {1) all the data (raw footage and analysis results) is discarded immediately 2) the raw footage
is discarded immediately with the analysis results being kept for 30 days 3) the raw footage is discarded
immediately. Assume also that it is unclear for how long the analysis results are kept 4) the raw footage is
kept for 30 days. Assume also that it is unclear for how long the analysis results are kept}.

Targeted Ads (Anon)

Some places like Controller have started to deploy video surveillance cameras with anonymous face detection
software. This software can estimate customers’ race and ethnicity in order to offer tailored deals and coupons.
Assume that Controller engages in this practice and {1) all the data (raw footage and analysis results) is
discarded immediately 2) the raw footage is discarded immediately with analysis results being kept for 30
days 3) all the data (raw footage and analysis results) is kept for 30 days 4) the raw footage is kept for 30
days. Assume also that it is unclear for how long the analysis results are kept}.

Targeted Ads (IDed)

Some places like Controller have started to deploy video surveillance cameras with facial recognition software.
This software can match detected faces against individual customer profiles in order to offer tailored deals and
coupons. [This software can record your presence and who you are with.] Assume that Controller engages in
this practice and {1) the raw footage is discarded immediately with analysis results being kept for 30 days
2) all the data (raw footage and analysis results) is kept for 30 days 3) the raw footage is kept for 30 days.
Assume also that it is unclear for how long the analysis results are kept}.

Sentiment Ads (Anon)

Some places like Controller have started to deploy video surveillance cameras with anonymous face detection
and emotion analysis software. This software can estimate customers’ age, gender and ethnicity, and analyze
their reactions to items displayed. This software is used to generate tailored deals and coupons for different
demographic groups. Assume that Controller engages in this practice and {1) all the data (raw footage and
analysis results) is discarded immediately 2) the raw footage is discarded immediately with analysis results
being kept for 30 days 3) all the data (raw footage and analysis results) is kept for 30 days 4) the raw
footage is kept for 30 days. Assume also that it is unclear for how long the analysis results are kept}.
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Sentiment Ads (IDed)

Some places like Controller have started to deploy video surveillance cameras with facial recognition and
emotion analysis software. This software recognizes people, and analyzes their reactions to items displayed.
Then the software matches detected faces against individual customer profiles to send tailored deals and
coupons to their phones. [This software can record your presence and who you are with.] Assume that
Controller engages in this practice and {1) the raw footage is discarded immediately with analysis results
being kept for 30 days 2) all the data (raw footage and analysis results) is kept for 30 days 3) the raw
footage is kept for 30 days. Assume also that it is unclear for how long the analysis results are kept}.

Rate Service

Some places like Controller have started to deploy video surveillance cameras with anonymous emotion
analysis software. This software can gauge customer satisfaction with the service provided by its employees.
They can use the results for employee evaluation and training purposes. Assume that Controller engages in
this practice and {1) all the data (raw footage and analysis results) is kept for 30 days 2) the raw footage
is kept for 30 days. Assume also that it is unclear for how long the analysis results are kept 3) it is unclear
for how long all the data (raw footage and analysis results) is kept}.

Rate Engagement

Some places like Controller have started to deploy video surveillance cameras with facial recognition and
emotion analysis software. This software can identify each patron, and measure their engagement at the
facility. [This software can be used to record your presence and also identify who you are with.] Assume that
Controller engages in this practice and {1) the raw footage is discarded immediately with the analysis results
being kept for 30 days 2) all the data (raw footage and analysis results) is kept for 30 days 3) the raw
footage is kept for 30 days. Assume also that it is unclear for how long the analysis results are kept 4) it is
unclear for how long all the data (raw footage and analysis results) is kept}.

Face as ID

Some places like Controller have started to deploy video surveillance cameras with facial recognition software.
This software can identify faces to replace ID cards. [This software can record your presence and who you
are with.] Assume that Controller engages in this practice, and{1) the raw footage is discarded immediately.
Assume also that it is unclear for how long the analysis results are kept 2) all the data (raw footage and
analysis results) is kept for 30 days 3) the raw footage is kept for 30 days. Assume also that it is unclear for
how long the analysis results are kept 4) it is unclear for how long all the data (raw footage and analysis
results) is kept}.

Track Attendance

Some companies have started to deploy video surveillance cameras with facial recognition software. This
software can track the work time attendance of its employees. [This software can record your presence
and who you are with.] Assume Controller engages in this practice, and{1) the raw footage is discarded
immediately. Assume also that it is unclear for how long the analysis results are kept 2) all the data (raw
footage and analysis results) is kept for 30 days 3) the raw footage is kept for 30 days. Assume also that it
is unclear for how long the analysis results are kept 4) it is unclear for how long all the data (raw footage
and analysis results) is kept}.

Word Productivity

Some companies have started to deploy video surveillance cameras with emotion analysis and facial recognition
software. This software can detect the mood of its employees and predict their productivity. [This software
can record your presence and who you are with.] Assume that your workplace engages in this practice, and
{1) all the data (raw footage and analysis results) is kept for 30 days 2) the raw footage is kept for 30
days. Assume also that it is unclear for how long the analysis results are kept 3) it is unclear for how long
all the data (raw footage and analysis results) is kept}.

Health Predictions

Some eatery chains like Controller have started to deploy video surveillance cameras with emotion analysis
and facial recognition software. This software can detect your mood and record data about your orders [and
who you are with]. [This information can be shared with health insurance providers. The health insurance
providers could use such data to estimate your likelihood of developing depression, diabetes, and obesity,
which can impact your health insurance premium.] Assume that Controller engages in this practice, and{1)
all the data (raw footage and analysis results) is kept for 30 days 2) the raw footage is kept for 30 days.
Assume also that it is unclear for how long the analysis results are kept 3) it is unclear for how long all the
data (raw footage and analysis results) is kept}.

Medical Predictions

Some medical facilities have started to deploy video surveillance cameras with emotion analysis and facial
recognition software. This software can automatically detect some physical and mental health problems.
[This information can be shared with health insurance providers, and impact your health insurance premium.]
Assume that Controller engages in this practice, and{1) all the data (raw footage and analysis results) is
kept for 30 days 2) the raw footage is kept for 30 days. Assume also that it is unclear for how long the
analysis results are kept 3) it is unclear for how long all the data (raw footage and analysis results) is kept}.

